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THE 1835 ELECTIONS IN DERBYSHIRE

Bv C. E. Hocanrn
(St. Helen's House, King Street, Derby)

The 1835 general election in Derbyshire was contested in the borough and in the
southern division of Derbyshire, but not in the north. Like the elections throughout
the country, these contests were much quieter than those of 1832. There were significant
changes in both borough and county. In the borough the name of Cavendish-did not
appear among the candidates, an absence which had been rare in the past. Since 1695
there had been only seven occasions on which the name Cavendish did not appear
amongst the representatives: these were in 1702, 1710,1713, 1747, 1748, 1797 afi 1802.
From 1835 onwards the name never appeared again, although the Devonshire influence
was responsible for the selection of one candidate until 1846 and an exception made
in 1847 to the accepted end of influence over the borough, when the duke offered his
nephew, Frederick Leveson-Gower, a seat. In the southern part of the county the whigs
were eclipsed and two tories returned, the beginning of a tory domination that lasted
for over 20 years.

In the southern division, Vernon was again the centre of a controversy. This time
it was not a problem of making up his mind which division he should stand for but
whether he should stand at all, an indecision which caused his supporters anxiety and
despair, and undoubtedly contributed to his defeat. Not all the fault was on Vernon's
side, and assumptions that he would stand by some of his committee no doubt added
invitation to uncertainty on Yernon's part.l

The story spreads over three weeks. It opens with a decision taken by his committee
on Tuesday, 25th November 1834, that he should resign. The reasons for this decision
were based on Vernon's letter to the committee that ill-health was the primary cause
of his having to resign and financial reasons a secondary factor. John Harrison, a
particular friend of Vernon, informed William Baker, a more active member of the
committee, that money was really the main consideration. Harrison revealed this secretly
and pledged Baker to silence.2 This revelation and pledge was to lead to a
misunderstanding by Baker. On Wednesday, the decision to agree to Vernon's
resignation was cancelled and it was decided that he should be asked if he would stand
again. The change was due to the handsome offer off,l,200 towards the election expenses,
followed by offers of lesser sums by the various members of Vernon's committee, and
the decision that Vernon could be spared a personal canvass if his health forbade active
electioneering. The decision, together with the understanding that Vernon must stand
in coalition with Lord Waterpark, was conveyed to Vernon in a letter written by Mozley
on the same day, Vernon was asked to reply immediately. If he could not say yes or
no immediately he was asked to let the committee know how long his medical advisers
might take to make up their minds about what his state of health permitted him to
undertake. The letter was addressed to Vernon at Brighton, but he had gone to London.
Before a reply could be received, the committee was surprised by the appearance on
Friday, 28th November, of the tory election addresses. At once the whigs decided to
issue the names of Yernon and Waterpark as joint whig candidates. On Saturday a
letter from Vernon was received, written from London and dated the previous day,
but not, of course, a reply to Mozley's request of the 26th. It was a vague letter clear
only in one thing, that Vernon's medical adviser saw no reason why his health should
preclude his continuation in Parliament. For the rest, the letter could be interpreted
to mean either that he would continue or that he wished to resign.3 The committee
interpreted it as confirmation of the announcement they had made on Friday. Baker
replied the same day to Vernon's letter informing him of the decision to put Waterpark
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and him forward as joint candidates, explaining that the tory action had made this
necessary and that it need not be regarded as a precedent. He also made suggestions
as to the matters Vernon might refer to in his election address.a But the decision taken
on Friday and the assumption made from Vernon's letter of the 28th were now challenged
by Vernon. On the 29thhe replied to Modey's letter of the 26th, expressly objeg-ting
t6 a coalition both on private and public grounds, and requesting that if a coalition
were necessary terms exactly defining the independence of each candidate should be
given. The letter was passed on to Baker, who replied in shanp terms on lst December.
He was at a loss to understand Vernon's request for terms of indepeudence to be defined,
adding that now, as before, his guarantors had stipulated no pledges at all. Vernon
was nb doubt annoyed by the decision to issue his name as a candidate without his
express approval. Baker probably sensed this when, further on in the same letter he
adhitted that Vernon could not be regarded as bound to stand by the act
of the committee on 28th November, but that he was so committed now in view of
his letter of the 28th which had been shown to Dr. Forester and Joseph Strutt, who
agreed with Baker's and Mozley's interpretation that it signified Vernon's wilingness
to stand.s This seems ungenerous. The committee's decision may not have bound Vernon,
but it was made without consulting him. His letter to Baker about the medical report
and his consequent intentions was no final statement on the problem of continuing
or resigling frbm politics; only a select few of the committee decided that it was.
Baker deciiled to withhold the contents of this letter demanding terms from the
committee, keeping it secret between himself and Mozley. Only one other knew and
that was Vernon's confidant, John Harrison.

John Harrison was playing a dual role. He was a member of the committee, whilst
acting as Vernon's confidant and giving advice which was certainly_ not the
recommendation of the committee. His revealing to Baker that it was really money
and not health that held Vernon back is some justification for Baker's behaviour after
having received reassuring reports from Vernon's physician. It excuses hi- s interpretation
ofVeinon's unclear letterofthe 28th, although, ofcourse, it does not affect the decision
taken on the 28th without Vernon's approval. It is to Harrison's credit that his advice
to Vernon was clear and honest. Indeed Harrison's difficulty as confidant of Vernon
and adviser to the committee was the vagueness that clouded all Vernon's letters.
It moved Harrison to open one letter to Vernon with the words, 'So help me God,
I do not know after reailing all your letters what your real wishes are'.6 In the same
letter he urged Vernon to make use of the embarrassing situation into which he had
thrown his committee by his demands and vague hints of resigning by making a certain
acceptance depend upon a clear guarantee about expenses and independence._Harrison
was tlearly feeting the strain which his dual role was imposing upon him and declined
to proceed furthei with it. He would write to Vernon privately, but he would not see

or write to any third person on the subject.

The committee was in an awkward position. Baker, in refusing to make known the
contents of Vernon's last letter, asked him to reconsider his request for terms. Another
member of the committee, Michael Thomas Bass, of the brewing flrm at Burton-on-Trent,
added his quota of encouragement and exhortation. He wrote on 3rd December to
Vernon warning him that if he resigned now everythingwould be ttrrown into confusion.
He suggested to Yernon that he should accept the offer to stand in tones that would
make ii perfectly plain that he assumed he would be,spared all expense. _He-qd{qd
that Moiley and Baker, to whom he had read his letter, wholly agreed with his
recommendations.

The effort by Bass was superfluous, for Vernon decided on the slme dluV that Bass

wrote that he would stand. This is evident from Harrison's reply of 5th December to
Vernon. The same letter hints at the variance between the Vernon group and the
Strutt-Waterpark group. Harrison offered to find out what the reaction of that group
was to Yernon's d-islike of a coalition. Vernon did not write to the committee until
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the day after he had written to Harrison. He wrote to Baker from the yacht Harlequin,
anchoied at Ryde, in which he was preparing to take a voyage to a mild climate for
his health. The letter was passed to Mozley, who replied on the 7th. He said that no
formal guarantee of meeting all Vernon's expenses could be given, but that -this was
no draiback since already-and without solicitation 92,000 had been subscribed. He
mentioned that Lord Waterpark was securely backed, a fact that could have afforded
Vernon no particular pleasure unless he inferred that this meant that the subscription
was not to be shared. Mozley reminded Vernon that this fact had to be kept secr€t,
seemingly a superfluous observation to Vernon at that distance and with his knowledge
of local politics. He wrote that Waterpark

witl have a friend who will not let his election be lost for want of a good backer and a good purse'
He has the D. of D. behind him (most Private).t

As for Vernon's independence, he was as free as the air, Mozley wrote, and that thoughts
to the contrary were a mere chimera.

Although Vernon had accepted, he was not happy about it. -Between 
the 3rd and

the 7th h--e must have again written to Harrison accusing his friend of allowing his
(Vernon's) judgment to be overruled. Vernon's irritalion-may be marked by his referring
io his con:rmittie as 'conspirators'. It is clear from Harrison's reply to these accusations
that Vernon was particulirly annoyed at the decision to announce that he was standing
being taken without his consent.

Harrison said he, too, was surprised at this. He rightly assumed what lay behind it:
I concluded that you had made some communication of an indefinite nature which they had
interpreted or choien to interpret into an assent on your part.8

This was certainly how Vernon's letter of 28th November had been interpreted, but
as the handbills announcing his intention of standing had gone ou! the da-y before the
letter arrived, Harrison had- not altogether cleared himself of the charge of committing
Vernon by implication, if not by direct word. His aside to Baker that finance was the
main element 

-of 
Yernon's indecision may have caused the initial assumption that a

risk could be taken about the announcement, as financial matters could always be solved
afterwards. In his letter of the 7th Harrison repeated his encouragement to Yernon
to be firm about expense and to state categorically that he would not be responsible
for one penny above his f200.

Vernon replied to Mozley's letter of the 7th on the 9th. Writing from Ryde, he

demanded a guarantee as a sine qua non of his standing. This caused offencg, but there
was little Ver-non's committee could do. The Strutts were approached on the llth and
the guarantee obtained. Baker, in another sharp letter to-Vernon, written_on 13th
DecJmber, and in which the whole situation is reviewed from the point of view of
justifying Baker's action, said that the only reason they approached the Strutts for the
guarantee was that

we thought it less discreditable than it would have been to withdraw your name when doing so
would inlvitably cause one or probably two Tories to be returned'9

On this rather unharmonious note the matter was settled between Vernon and his
committee.

Although the whole episode is largely rooted in a personal problem, the-distaste
of Vernon for politics set against his sense of obligation to his supporters, there, are
features illustrating the geneial political problems of the time. One reason for the high
Dercentase of uncontested elections in the l8th century was the fear of expense. This
iactor wis to continue well into the lgth century. Vernon had certainly been concerned
over the amount he had had to pay out for the 1832 election, though the election had
not been expensive compared with many others.l0 There had, in addition, been
unpleasantness attached to the business of paying bills. In February- 1833 Mozley wrote
to 

^Lord 
Vernon asking him for 9300, th-e balance of his son's f,500 subscriptiol.tt

It also seems that the Strutts had been awkward over paying certain sums to which they
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took exception. This would explain the reluctance with which Vernon's committee faced
the_necessity of gaining-a guarantee from the Strutts which Vernon forced upon them
in 1834. Lord Vernon had come in for much criticism from certain membirs of his
son's committee for his stinted assistance to his son.12 Some obviously expected that
greater hglp w-ould b_e given by the father to obtain a seat in the Comm-ons ior his son,
the usual method of preparation for the son's eventual elevation to the peerage and
the Lords.

Vernon's reiterated objections to a coalition and to the associated fear of a lack of
independence qre interesting. The pledging of members to carry out measures desired
by their constituents was very unpopular in the lSth century and was to continue to
be so in the early and middle l9th century, even more when the device was aimed
at by the radicals as a means of controlling members. But no constituents were attempting
to tie Vernon to specific- pled_ges, nor .is_ there evidence that his committee were loing
b9yo1d_ an expectance that their candidate would profess those general principGs in
whicl the whigs claimed to believe. Bass touched directly on this tbpic, wliich was still
troubling Vernon gyen after his acceptance of the offer to stand again, when he wrote
to Vernon about his dislike of a coalition:

. . . . . you don't identify yourselfwith your confederate's principles or character beyond the more
general tone ofyour party politics.

Vernon may have been sincerely anxious about his independence, in accordance with
the ideal. of the age, but it is difficult to resist the conclusion that many of his objections
to standing were rationalisations of his distaste for political life.

The course of the election was lively, if without the rowdyism of the 1832 election.
Qnnosing Vernon-and Waterpark were Sir Rgger Greisley, as before, and Sir George
crewe of calke Abbey, the residence, nine miles south of Derby, of the Harpur-creie
family, country gentlemen who had played a large part in Derbyshire pottics in the
precedingcentury. In the election addresses, Sir Roger Greisley'again wrote that he
was no 'ultra Tory or a bigoted party man', while Sir George Crewe stated that he
represented the independent and conservative interest. The toriei generally in 1835 made
it plain that they_now_accepted_reform. The two whig candidates used-this change as
a main part of their election addresses and scornfully associated the words tory and
reform. At least, waterpark did. vernon, whose address came from aboard the yacht
Harlequin-at Falmouth, and subconsciously prompted, perhaps, into a nautical metaphor,
accused the tories of sailing falsely under the flag of reform.-Both sides altered the form
of their addresses and used the heading: 'To the Independent Electors of .....,.13
The word indgpendent had in the l8th century been used by the county gentry alone,
when they challenged the Cavendishes. The source of Vernon's address-needed
commenting on, the whigs presumably felt, and the chairman of the joint committee
of vernon and waterpalk, D.1, R. F. Forester, issued a letter to the press explaining
that Vernon's recent serious illness necessitated his being excused a personal canvasi
and that his offer to serve again if required was a noble gesture.l4 Perhaps the excuse
was as much a handicap as the absence which, as Jeffrey Lockett wrote to the Duke
of Devonshire on l6th December, 'was prejudicial'.ls

Next it was Lord Waterpark's turn to play into the hands of the tories. He was
involved in-a very curious episode which required a public meeting at which the Mayor
to_ok the chair to acquit him of a comic charge. Rumour flew around Derby that
Waterpark had been involved in a fight in a brothel in the town with a tenant'of Sir
Roger Greisley and had received two black eyes. Waterpark found it necessary to make
a public issue _of this and had handbills printed calling a public meeting on 10th
December in the Town Hall. There he denied the infamous allegations against his
character, as he put it, and produced witnesses to prove that he wis elsewh6re at the
alleged time.t6_He was vindicated, but the newspaper account leaves strangely silent
the question of the black eyes. One would have thought that here was tangible evidence.
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The.episode presented the tories with a wonderful opportunity for printing and circulating
ribald doggerel, a characteristic of election fights. One eff6rt was particularly neat: -

We wish to give the Exculpation
Of Waterpark from defamation.
His Lordship waited on the Mayor
And to his Worship warmly urg'd his prayer,
That he would strict enquiry make,
And solemn evidence duly take
Upon a subject geatly trenching
On his Lordship's taste for wenching.
My Lord thus stated his complaint,
With looks demure as any saint:
'With mingled shame and grief I tell,

Iff ftu,'131"':"iaBio#? nen,
With a Tenant of the Knight.

The lady over whom the fight had started thus gave her evidence:

The Virtuous Mrs. Richardson,
With downcast eyes and modest looks
She gravely touched the Sacred Book-
One truant eye however,
To gravity accustom'd never,
Could not restrain the roguish leer,
It shyly turned upon the Peer;
She then with glowing indignation
Made this convincing protestation,

;"*?L'1f,.:iei,"f.1i*i.;,;'.i,"

All the witnesses who had contributed to Waterpark's alibi were parodied, including
Mr. Strutt, at whose house it was said waterpark was dining when the supposeil
disturbance occurred. The incident did the whigJ no good. Mozley, writing to Virnon
after the election, referred to the harm which was done by

the lies about Lord Waterpark, & the Castle Street row which in immense numbers we got deluded
with.18

Castle Street was the address of the brothel.

The tories were organising the whole contest very well. Bass wrote to Vernon on
7th December warning him to expect a much severer struggle than in 1832. Their
operations were being conducted much more ably than before, he added. Sir George
Crewe he referred to as 'a tower of strength'. In view of this it is dimcult to understand
Lockett's letter to the duke of the llth December in which he says that Crewe is not
expected- to be returned, that he was only brought forward to support Greisley who
isready for a deal with the whigs,a compromise election,but thewhigswill not haveit.tg
Greisley speeches are poor, reading essentially like those of a man who knows little
of politics and tries to cover inadequacy by jocularity. Crewe, in contrast, was an able
speaker and Bass's judgment of him is to be preferred. He did, in fact, lead the poll.
The- local press, too, expected a severe fight in South Derbyshire and the Reporter went
so far as to suggest that a contest was arranged in the borough solely to aistract the
'attention of the influentials from the southern division'.2o There is no evidence to show
whether this is so or not.

There was a substantial amount of bribery during this contest. Although the evidence
for it comes from whig sources there is no reason to disbelieve it. Many of the accusations
against the tories ring true and it is reasonable to conclude that, as the tories were making
strenuous efforts towards improving their organisation, the use of accepted conventioni
of alcoholic persuasions was practised on a large scale. Bass in his letter of 7th December
to Vernon, already quoted, revealed some details of this persuasion at Newhall, a small
place close to Burton-on-Trent:
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Thev (the tories) were before me there and on the occasion of my first visit on Thursday night they
*dr6 iware of riry approach and as a counter attraction roasted nearly half an ox seasoned with
ttri* pounOs of rirusiird, five of salt with pep_per and vinegar to match and 20O quarts of ale; you
wifl nbt wonder that I played to empty benches.

Since his own methods of canvassing on that occasion were choirs of singing,lads, his
empty benches are even less surprising. Thc technique of singing lads survived, however,
at feast very informally, until tf,e 1930s. They do not now seem to be a phenomenon of
electoral co;tests. The whig Derby ond Chesterfield Reporter was indignant at the amount
of bribery and corruption, and-sought to revolt its readers with the case of a man
at Bonsall who had drank

at these Tory orgies till abused nature revolted at the violence done to her feelings,.and the drunkard
iitir"a-to U("-pii* to relieve his stomach, but bei.rg-unable toteep-his.equilibrium he pitched
n"aa Orsi l"to tiie d-isgusting receptacle, wheie he stuck-fast by the shoulders in the seat and remained
in that dreadful position for several hours.2l

Accusations of 'swig clubs' and 'bribery by ale and gin'-w!rg, 9{ cours€, {enlgd in
the tory Derby Merciy. I*tters in the Reporter also allegcd intimidation by landlords
over tenants iod custdmers over shopkeepers. A letter signed by 'A Voter' appeared
in the 2lst December issue of this paper, stating that

it is a welt-known fact that in the peaceable village of Dufteld there are several voters who would
vote for Vemon and Waterpark, 6ut their landlords say you must vote for Greisley and Crewe.

There might or there might not be coercion of tenants depending oq Jhe place and
particulaiissues. In counlry districts the expectation that tenants would vote as their
iandlords was quite normai for the times. Poll-books have been called 'topographies
of the estates'22-and the 1835 poll-book for South Derbyshire certainly reads this way-

Far less acceptable was the atfempt to influence another man's tenants. This was tried
during the S6uth Derbyshire con[est Edward lvlundy ylgqe, as chairman of the tory
candidates, to the Duke of Devonshire on lst January 1835:

Mr. Mundy presents his compliments to the Duke of Devonshire and reque.sls as chairman.of
Sir nog.i C.iisley & Sir Geoige Crewe's committees to be informed whether- His Grace-.will give

it em ttjs permission to canvasi his tenants many of whom are disposed, if they are at liberty to
do so to vote for these gentlemen.2l

Written at the bottom of the letter in another handwriting is:

This letter got no answer, which gave gteat offence. Mr. Mundy was a sickly gentleman, who died
of consumption in 1849.

The clergy attempted to influence the ryay plople voted.. The l8th-century.alignment
of tory a"d-High Church and whig and Low Church and Dissent,- a particularly valid
distinition in tf,e constituencies, is observable in the 1835 contest in Derbyshire. Bass,

in his 7th December letter to Vernon, had concluded with the news that

Doctor Lloyd, Sir Roger's chaplain, 
""11sd 

his parishioners into the_ve-stry at Gresley after Church
last Sundaf aird haraigued them on the iniquity of voting for the Whigs.

During nomination speeches, Dissenting ministers made speeches favourablg !9 !!e w-hig

candid-ates. The activity of the clergy in politics increased in the 1830s and 1840s when
ecclesiastical legislatioi was a cauie of keen contention between the -political 

gr.oups.

Polling took-place on lTth January and resulted in a victory for the two tories:

Sir George Crewe, Bart. 2,511
Sir Roger GreisleY, Bart. . 2,491
The Rt. Hon. G. J. Vernon 1,948

The Rt. Hon. Lord WaterPark 1,90924

The swing from 1832 was considerable. Verno! had_polled 1,088 votes less, Waterpark
930 less, ivhile Greisley had increased his total by 539 votes. The_re was an extra tory
this timi, of course, but it was significant that he headed the poll'
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On 4th February, Mozley wrote a long letter to Vernon giving his reasons for the defeat.
He confirmed th6 fears that had been held about Vernon's delay and his absence.
The tories had lost no opportunity in hinting at the uselessness of a sick man as a
representative. He also paid tribute to the superior tory organisation backed by, as
he alleged, a vast system ofbribery:

ale and brandy ran like water - men were kept drunk for two weeks together.

His estimate of the whig expenditure was under f,3,000, but that of the tories, 
-v.isibl-e

and invisible, f,,12,000. FIe included a list of names of supporters, who, he believed,
privately went against the whigs on this occasion. An examination of the poll-b-ook
ionfirmi that Mozley's suspicions were well-founded. One name may be quoted as

illustrating further tie relat-ionship of landlord and tenant. One lapsed support was
Sir John Hophouse, of whose tenants Mozley wrote:

I am sure in voting against us his tenants thought they were obliging him.

Mozley also referred to the absence of the fervour for reform that had hglp"$ in 1832

and tfie apathy that the victory had induced in their supporters. As already noted,
he regarded the Waterpark defamation case as a reason for the loss of som€,support.
Overlolitical issues h6 stated that the farmers provided the lnain support of the tories
and w:ere promised wild things by them. The jealousy of the farmers- was raised against
the manuiacturers and he accus'ed Waterpark of a tactical error in permitting their
agents to accompany him while canvassing country districts. This probably referred
td the Basses andthe Strutts. The role of ths Monarchy in elections was included among
Modey's observations on the defeat:

The Whigs iguominiously discarded by the King. . . . . The King supposed to be frightened into
Toryism.

This would se6m to be evidence for the view that the support of the Sovereign at a
general election was still an important factor.2s It is an exhaustive list, but omits one

iossible reason for the tory suc&ss. Undoubtedly a number of conservative rrhigs were
ilarmed by the radicals and looked with concern at the radical support of whig measures
in Parliament. During the election contest, Bass had written to Vernon's wife about
the gxowing strength of the tories and observed in the letter that

many timid people have joined their ranks from a dread of the extreme radicals.26

Despite the defeat there was an immediate suggestion that Vernon should p{gpare
to contest the division again for the soon-expected election; but this is not an epilogue
to 1835 so much as a prologue to a contest which never took place.

* ri *

The 1835 election was not contested in the northern division ofthe county. The tories
made attempts to share the representation an{, that failing,- considered putting up
Arkwright in opposition to the iwo whig candidates, despite his close connection with
the Cavendish family. He was a cousin of the sixth duke.

It was Sir George Sitwell, the defeated candidate of 1832, who sounded the duke
on the possibilitieiof his support. He also approachql th9 Duke of Portland. These
overtur6s came fairly soon afler the 1832 elections. The Duke of Devonshire wrote
to the Duke of Portiand about it and his letter makes it clear that his policy towards
a second candidate for the northern part of the county was support for a liberal
supporter of the Government and nol a compromise with a tory, as had been the
pr^aitice when the whole county returned twb members before the Reform Bill.
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My Dear Duke of Portland,
I return Sir George Sitwell's letter, with many thanks. I am very anxious that you should unite

with me in assisting any liberal $upporter of the Government who may come forward with Lord
Cavendish to represent the northern division of Derbyshire.

In my own reply to Sir George I stated to him that I was sorry on account of our intimacy not
to give him my support but that I should feel bound to take the part of any such candidate as
I have described above.27

The Cavendishes had to change their candidate before the election, and, as usual, when
one member of the family replaced another as representative of the county, no contest
was involved. In May 1834 Lord William Cavendish became the second Earl of
Burlington and his place as Member of Parliament for Derbyshire North was taken
by his brother, George Henry Cavendish, who was to remain North Derbyshire's
representative for 46 years, until his death in 1880.

The second recorded tory attempt to bring forward a candidate was Sir Roger
Greisley's announcement that George Arkwright would stand in opposition to Thomas
Gisborne, the sitting member.28 Arkwright had been considered for some time as a
possible tory candidate, but he never managed finally to get himself put forward until
1837, when he succeeded in forcing a contest for the north. The Duke of Devonshire's
comment on Arkwright is interesting. In a letter to his niece, Blanche, Lady Burlington,
he referred to ttre 'insidious Tories' meeting at Edensor, who

Try to make him appear my pet Tory.2e

The interpretation would seem to be that the tories hoped to make use of the relationship
of Arkwright to the Cavendishes and the well-known custom of the sharing of the
representation between whig and tory. But it must have been made clear to them that
the duke wished to support a second liberal candidate and as Gisborne was the sitting
member and showing no signs of retiring, they gave up the attempt. Early in 1835
the local newspapers were talking in terms of no contest for the north. But it was
fairly certain earlier than this that there would not be one. On l6th December Gisborne
had written a letter marked 'private' to the duke, in which he thanked him for the
prospect ofthere being no contest:

I feel that I should be unerateful if I did not state to your Grace that I am fully sensible that I
owe it solely to your Grace that I am not likely to be harassed by a contest at the coming election.

Gisborne added his relief at being spared the expense of a contest and then hinted at
an attempt to create a contest from a quarter which was not powerful unless it were
backed by the Duke of Rutland, a point on which he had no information, and on
which he was clearly seeking some.30 There is no evidence in the Chatsworth papers
about this. Sometime around the turn of the year the Duke of Devonshire made it
clear that he was not in favour of a contest. John Harrison wrote to Vernon on
2nd January 1835:

The Duke of Devonshire has spoken out & prevented a contest for the northem division; & he
is very popular for it.

He was not popular with the fiercely tory Derbyshire Courier, which accused the duke
of making North Derbyshire a pocket borough. The whig Derby and Chesterfield Reporter,
quoting this, scornfully dismissed the accusation and pointed out that when in 1832
the duke's influence was used to secure the return of only one of the members, the
tory candidate was still nowhere in the running.3l Clearly the conventions of the times
still included the acceptance of the influence of property and personal importance.

**!t

The 1835 contest in the borough was quiet, but interesting. Colonel H. F. C. Cavendish,
one of the whig members of the borough, had not attended to his duties, in particular
ignoring his constituents, and there was a general feeling that he was not likely to be
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returned if he stood again. This feeling perhaps induced the whig group in the town
to look around for another candidate and an invitation to stand was issued to John
George Brabazon Ponsonby, the son of Viscount Duncannon. The tories openly
announced that they were seizing this opportunity of breaking the Cavendish influence
over the borough and brought forward a strong candidate in Francis Curzon, the second
son of the second baron Scarsdale by his second marriage.32 The Duke of Devonshire,
however, broke his recent rule of not interfering in the borough because of the Reform
Bill, and supported Ponsonby on account of his family connection with the Cavendishes.
Despite the fact that Ponsonby went mad during the contest, the tory attack failed
and two whigs were again returned.

Viscount Duncannon was approached about his son in November 1834. He at once
sought the Duke of Devonshire's permission before accepting on behalf of his son:

My dear Duke, 
Nov' 24th' 1834'

I have been spoken to, as I believe you know, about Derby for my son on Saturday last, but
I wished not to give an answer until you have been spoken to. To-day I saw Mr. Lockett and he
assured me that you see no objection.33

Lockett wrote to the duke on the same day informing him how pleased Duncannon
was with the duke's decision and how he had promised to be responsible for his son's
politics and attention to parliamentary duty.ra The duke replied to Duncannon and
stated his reasons for supporting his son on this occasion, also referring to Henry
Cavendish and the improbability of his being returned:

My dear Duncannon, 
Nov' 25th'

Of course I feel the greatest regret about Henry Cavendish but his conduct made it impossible
to expect anything but a defeat if he should attempt to stand for Derby.

Having taken the Reform Bill au pied de la lettre I had determined not to interfere or go. to
any expense but the prospect ofyour son coming forward, his excellent character and near connection
with me are so agreeable to me that on this ociasion (which is a most important and unusual one)
I shall have much pleasure in defraying the expenses. In future elections some other arrangements
might I think be made.

H. Cavendish was only informed of this yesterday and I have not seen him. He knows nothin_g
about John, it is a mattei of some delicacy, iherefor6 pray do not mention it. When more is settled,
I shall write to you.

Believe me, .o.,,*,, 
Jllllono..r,

Duncannon sent his grateful thanks for this opportunity for his son, who had wanted
to be in Parliament but who had hitherto been deterred by expense.

The delicate position of the negotiations was referred to by Lockett, who pointed
out to the duke- the difficult situation Ponsonby was in so long as it was unclear what
the intentions of Colonel Cavendish were. He suggested to the duke that PonsonlY
be given some authority for saying that Colonel Cavendish would not renew the offer
of his services to the borough.ro When Cavendish did write to resign, the attitude of
the duke was somewhat different from that which he had taken with Duncannon.
In a letter to his niece, Blanche, Lady Burlington, he wrote:

Derby in a mess. Ponsonby there by invitation and H. Cavendish would write to resign.37

It seems that the duke regretted missing the opportunity of having a member of the
family and another close connection both returned.

If one problem was solved, another now arose; Ponsonby was taken ill. Lockett kept
the duke informed of the rather alarming progress of Ponsonby's illness. This took
the form of severe mental aberration and necesiitated keeping him under observation.
During a moment of slackness in supervision Ponsonby escaped and walked to Osmaston,
three miles from the centre of the town, where he lold a farmer that he was fleeing
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from the bailiff and gave him 030 to hide him in his barn. When he was discovered
he was unaware that anything had happened. Confined to bed he improved, though
he had another, shorter, brainstorm, during which he imagined his father's sisters were
in the bedroom, thus displaying a peculiar precognition, for they visited him on the
following day.

It was decided to move the patient to Melbourne and issue daily bulletins in the
borough. In informing the duke of this Lockett expressed by implication his concern
about the effect Ponsonby's illness might have on the tories:

I am very confident that the appearance of an opposition candidate at this crisis would make the
utmost disgust and onty increase the numbers of Mr. Ponsonby's supporters.3E

Lockett's fears were realised and just before the end of the year it was announced that
Francis James Curzon, son of Lord Scarsdale of Kedleston Hall, would contest the
borough. Curzon was a powerful opponent. A barrister and an able speaker, and with
his faiher's influence over the tradesmen of the town as the nearest to the town of
the local nobility, his candidature rightly alarmed the whigs. The neighbouring county
squires rallied round him. Lockett sent his opinion to the duke:

Ifa canvass might be depended on Mr. Ponsonby would have nothing to fear from the opposition
of Mr. Frs. Curzon - but intimidation & treating are practised to an unexampled extent, & great
allowances must be made for the effect of these proceedingp. All the neighbouring county squires
are exerting themselves in the borough in support of Mr. Clrrzon, as actively as they are supportlqg
the tory candidate in the county - and their influence on the shopkeepers will be felt on the poll.39

Duncannon was concerned too. After the election, he wrote to the duke that Curzon
was a most formidable opponent, especially because of Lord Scarsdale's connections
with the tradesmen of Derby. In the same letter Duncannon assured the duke that
the only reason he had asked permission for his son to stand for Derby was that,
in the known unlikelihood of Colonel Cavendish being returned, his son would be

the means of keeping your political conn@tion with Derby . . . .

He hoped the duke would make clear to Henry Cavendish that Ponsonby would never
have bten put forward had there been the slightest chance of Henry Cavendish being
returned. Interesting, too, is Duncannon's desire to remain friendly with the Scarsdales.
He also asked the duke to make equally clear to them why he permitted his son to
be put in nomination for Derby.ao

The candidates for the election were, then, Edward Strutt, sitting member, and
John Ponsonby, opposed by Francis Curzon. Curzon described himself as a'Conservative
of independent piinciples', disclaiming the assumption made by many of the whigs that
he was attachedio Peel's principles and politics. He claimed to favour reform if tempered
by soberjudgment. The two whigs in their speeches claimed, like the whigs in the soutlern
division of the county, that only the whigs were the real reformers. Strutt added an
interesting feature. He was in favour of the ballot; Ponsonby was not sure about it.
This queslion was to play a great part in subsequent elections. Ponsonby's speeches
were, of course, read for him and on nomination day Curzon suggested that Ponsonby
might not even agree with what was being said on his behalf.+t The safest line to adopt
about Ponsonby seemed to be that of his proposer at the nomination meeting who
said of him: 'He might be called a whig. . . . . but he would at any rate be found
to be an opponent of toryism'.42

Polling took place on 7th and 8th January, and resulted in an easy victory for the
whigs:

plwnpers
Edward Strutt 903 12
The Hon. John G. B. Ponsonby 724 5
The Hon. Francis Curzon 525 5254t

The contest had been a quiet one; that in the south had been much hotter.
***
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In the first half of 1835 there was another series of negotiations in South Derbyshire
prompted by the election expected sometime during the year. As before, the negotiations
ientred rouird George JohrYernon and again are useful in illustrating certain political
attitudes of the day.

Arising out of the defeat in January and because of the uncertain positio,n of Peel's
Government, two suggestions were put to Vernon: either that he prepare for alrother
contest immediately; oi that he arrange for a compromise with the tory Sir George Crewe.
Both suggestions were based on the inadequacy of Sir Roger Greisley as a representative.
Becausd6f his poor showing, he could either be beaten in a fight or the torie-s approached
with a view to a compromiie. These suggestions were made immediately after the defeat
of the whigs. In Apr1l, by which time-Vernon had returned from a winter cruise and
Peel's Govirnment had got into considerable difficulty, the proposals were pressed.
The motives of the whig group in South Derbyshire were mixed. Some merely saw
an opportunity of getting a wliig returned; others, disliking the association_of whigs
and radicals in Parliament, saw in Yernon a chance of returning a moderate whig along
with a moderate tory. Everything depended on Vernon. Yet a third time he hesitated,
raised objections of- scruple about cbmpromise without prior agreement between all
whig supiorters of the area, and concerned himself, as before, with those relationships
between the South Derbyshire whigs and the Cavendish 'connexion'. This lack of
cohesion between the two main whig groups, seen in 1832 and 1835, was a theme once
more, with the added dislike which ihe South Derbyshire group felt for the Strutts and
Lord Waterpark as too-advanced whigs. To achieve their aim, the southern eqogp !{
to forestall any possibility that Wateipark might stand again or tlat he- might join
in a compromisd with a tory. To thii end it-was necessary to take action without
informing the Duke of Devonshire. This Vernon refused to do and gavethe garyg ?Yay.
Even so,-he was accepted as a candidate for South Derbyshire, or rather bullied into
accepting, for he at fiist firmly refused. At least, this time, his refusals and acceptances
were unequivocal.

It was William Baker who was the leading light in inviting Vernon to become a
candidate for the expected election. In a lettei of 22nd January he prlt to Vernon the
proposals of a conteit aimed at Greisley or a compromise_ along with Crewe. The letter
coniains an interesting justification for compromise elections:

Many, like myself, will not hesitate to vote for you, when we have Sir Geo. Qleye ready to vote
the antidote t6 yoir poison, on the only subjeciupon which I think you are likely lo.give a vote
which I should riot coidially'approve - viz. - ttre abpropriation to secular purposes of the so'called
'surplus' revenues of the Irish Church.

This sort of proportional representation might be regarded as the logical conc_lusion

to those compromise elections which had in fact been contested in private.44 It was
Baker who raiied the matter again in April on Vernon's return from the cruise undertaken
for his health. He gave four reasons fol advocating a compromise. It was injudicious to
expect two whigs Io be returned from South Derbyshire, it would save expense and
exirtion, the toiies were favourable to the idea beiause of Sir Roger Greisley's lack
of ability, and because of the whig-radical association. Baker admitted that he now
saw littl6 difference between 'moderate conservatism' and 'conservative whiggism', but
that his attitude made some members of the whig group accuse him of lapsing into
toryism. He added an observation on parties:

You have seen enough of parties to know that the man who will not continue to go--the whole
Iength with his party'(how ividely so ever his party may deviate_from the. course originally lqatkeg-
out-for their gulidaid) becomes-immediately'an irbjecl ot suspicion - in fact may think himself
fortunate if he escapes being treated as an enemy.

This should perhaps be regarded Iess as evidence ofthe hardening 9-flocal pqrty control
than as an eiampli of the irnease of the turncoat. Baker rounded off his case by as-suring
Vernon that he was the sole man for this job, that Waterpark could not possibly be
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considered, and that only a conservative whig could be considered by them as one
with whom they might possibly compromise. He concluded:

The Tories look upon the Strutts as ultra whigs, . . . . . and upon Lord Waterpark as being especially
the Strutts proteg6, They would not have the same fear of you.4s

It was true that the Strutts were already in favour of the ballot, which was not the
general attitude of whigs at this stage, and that Vernon was not as closely associated
with them as Waterpark was. In fact, Vernon's relationship with the Strutts was cold
and not without suspicion on both sides, he of their motives and they of his resolution.

Mozley and Bass now added their exhortations. Mozley recommended a compromise,
but was not sure that it was likely: it was 'on the cards'.46 Bass was quite sure that
a compromise was there for the asking.aT All three urged Vernon to visit Derbyshire
and show himself to his future constituents. Vernon would not commit himself and
raised objections to a compromise without the concurrence of a large body of his political
friends. Mozley and Bass tried again. Mozley put as one reason for taking action the
chance that it gave Vernon to show his independence of the Duke of Devonshire.48
It was also hinted to Vernon that a compromise was perhaps the only sure way of
being returned as, if it were a case of a contested election, the only man likely to be
able to afford the money was William Evans, a local mill owner. Vernon asked Evans
if this was so, as well as confiding his worries about the ethics of a compromise election.
Evans assured Vernon that he had no intention of standing unless there were peculiar
difficulties in finding a whig candidate, which was not so with Vernon in the field,
and that no one would think that Vernon wanted a compromise purely for personal
reasons. He recommended Vernon to go ahead with the compromise. Vernon had also
raised the question with Evans as to whether he might not try for the Isle of Wight.
Clearly Vernon had no stomach for Derbyshire politics. Evans replied that as Vernon
had'no natural interest there' he saw little chance for this idea.ag

John Harrison now joined the attempt to persuade Yernon to announce his intention
of becoming a candidate. An announcement was necessary to forestall any action from
Waterpark as it was unlikely the reformers would want two whigs to be put up.
An announcement would also give the tories the opportunity to approach Vernon about
a compromise. Harrison included the interesting reason for a declaration by Vernon
that it would prevent the South Derbyshire Liberal Association from giving the
impression of foisting a candidate on the county, an impression which as only a small
body in the county they would wish to avoid. He also recommended that no mention
be made to the duke of Vernon's intention, which would only place the duke in a
delicate position.so

Either Vernon's scruples were too much for him, or he feared taking a line independently
of the duke, for he revealed the whole plan to the duke. His action upset his supporters.
Evans wrote to him that revelation of the plan might now involve giving the duke
a list of names of those people who wished to keep out Lord Waterpark, an action that

we may be almost sure that some of the leading friends of the liberal cause would much dislike
to have. . . . . pointedly stated to the duke.sl

Nor was Evans in favour of a general meeting of the whigs. He assured Vernon that
their opinion, presumably over a compromise, would be easy to ascertain without such
a meeting. The plan was patched over and Yernon recommended merely to tell the
duke that he intended to stand again and that no names were to be given to him.s2

The central committee of the South Derbyshire Liberal Association met in mid-June
and passed a resolution that in the event of a vacancy occurring in South Derbyshire
they would support Vernon as their candidate. Evans, in a letter informing Vernon
of this decision, added a note on the word 'vacancy'. This was used, he said, instead
of dissolution, to leave it to the committee to decide whether to support two candidates
or one. This would depend on tory action. The way was then open for the compromise,
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if it could be arranged. There was a final twist in the story before it ended, one more
personal touch. Vernon gracefully and clearly refused the invitation. He informed Evans
of this on l8th June.53 On 25th June, however, we find Evans writing to him that
he is pleased that he has accepted, though the pleasure is limited by Vernon's -I assure you it is with a heavy heart I accept.s4

The pressure was remorseless. Edward Strutt made it plain that unless Vernon canvassed
personally he would not succeed. He underlined this in his letter to Vernon of 27th June.
He also categorically stated that financial assistance from the Strutts was strictly
conditional on this personal canvass.

Vernon was saved the burden of battling on behalf of an overbearing committee.
There was no election for two years and later in the same year that these negotiations
had taken place, on l8th November 1835, his father died and Vernon became the fifth
baron Vernon.

The story, as before, had revealed the complicated personal negotiations that took
place before a candidate was chosen. It showed the continuing lack of cohesion of
local liberal politics with the pattern of the Cavendish'connexion', the South Derbyshire
group and the financial link of the Strutts. This local fragmentation was symptomatic
of the cracks and fissures in the whig party generally.
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